Pontiac fuel pump

A fuel pump is a critical component of proper engine operation. For the millions of Pontiac V-8s
that left the engine assembly plant, the mechanical fuel pump was the unsung hero that
received little notoriety. It quietly supplied the carburetor with an adequate amount of fuel for
proper engine performance at every speed and load. It operated so reliably and consistently
that, beyond complete failure, most owners simply took their Pontiac's pump for granted. In that
article we discussed how ethanol tends to cause the rubber components within a fuel system to
petrify or deteriorate and fail. We found that the permanent solution for carburetors is a
high-quality rebuild kit with components specifically designed for use with ethanol-blend fuel.
Ethanol-related failure concerns aren't just limited to carburetor components, however. Ethanol
is corrosive and can attack the entire fuel system of a vintage vehicle over time. Other rubber
components, like the fuel pump diaphragm and check valves, can also be affected. Fortunately
for hobbyists, Federal-Mogul produces a number of stock-replacement mechanical fuel pumps
for Pontiac applications in its Carter line, and all are designed for use with ethanol-blend fuel.
Follow along as we explore those offerings and share suggestions from a company insider.
Mechanical Fuel Pump Basics A fuel pump is designed to draw fuel from the tank, located at the
rear of the vehicle, and deliver it to the carburetor float bowl, where it's atomized and enters the
engine for consumption. A typical permanently-sealed mechanical fuel pump consists of a
cast-alloy body and stamped-steel fuel cover, or canister as it's often called. An external pump
arm protrudes from the pump body, and on the opposite end of the pump arm is a large internal
diaphragm made of some type of rubber. An eccentric fastened to the front of the camshaft
forces the fuel-pump arm down. As the pump arm travels downward, it pivots and pulls the
diaphragm upward. That creates the vacuum that draws fuel through the inlet check valve and
into the fuel chamber. As the eccentric continues rotating, the fuel-pump arm pivots upward
freely. The compressed diaphragm return spring pressurizes the fuel and forces it from the fuel
chamber, through the outlet check valve, and toward the carburetor. During normal operation,
the fuel pump will not draw additional fuel into the fuel chamber once it's completely full. The
fuel remains pressurized by the diaphragm return spring and the carburetor's inlet valve. As the
carburetor uses fuel and its float level drops, the inlet valve opens, and fuel flows from the fuel
chamber into the carburetor. Pontiac's Pumps Pontiac strategically placed its V-8's fuel pump
on the driver side of the timing cover, where it's cooled by the engine fan. Its pumps were
sourced from the AC division of General Motors. Until the mid-'60s, the AC pumps featured a
cast body and fuel cover, and were fastened together using bolts or screws. Though the
intended service life was around 30, miles, the units were serviceable and could be rebuilt using
a new kit available through dealership parts departments. As opposed to being fastened
together with hardware, the new Unitac fuel pump-as it was marketed by AC-featured a
stamped-steel canister, which was crimped around the cast-alloy body and retained the
diaphragm. Stated advantages of the design include increased diaphragm area, which improves
fuel distribution during hot operating conditions; less chance for outward fuel leakage; and
quieter overall operation. Repair was not possible, however. Complete pump replacement was
required in the event of any failure, but AC claimed that the service life of the new unit was twice
as long as its bolt-together predecessor. Within a couple of years, every Pontiac V-8 was using
the permanently sealed design. The fuel pump Pontiac selected for a particular engine was
completely capable of fulfilling its fueling requirements. A flow capacity of 40 gallons per hour
gph at 2 psi and an engine speed of 1, rpm, and a variable pressure rating at 1, rpm between 5
and 8 psi depending upon the application was common. In fact, standard-issue pumps were
used on Pontiac's most powerful Ram Air, High Output, and Super-Duty mills of the era-proof
positive that Pontiac Engineering was completely confident in its pump's capability. According
to Jeff Richardson, Federal-Mogul's product manager of fuel and engine components: "Our
high-quality stock-replacement fuel pumps are intended as an exact replacement for when an
original fails, and carry a month or 12,mile manufacturer warranty. As low-level ethanol-blend
fuel grew more common over the years, Federal-Mogul revised its fuel pump internals to ensure
that the entire Carter line was fully compatible with modern E10 and now E15 fuel. The internal
rubber diaphragm and check valve wafers can fail with long-term exposure to ethanol. We
construct our components of nitrile, and our continual testing shows that it's impervious to
varying degrees of ethanol content from E10 to E Federal-Mogul presently offers 17 different
permanently sealed mechanical fuel pumps for Pontiac applications in its Carter line, including
a retrofit unit to replace the bolt-together piece found on earlier V-8 applications. We even
include a vapor diverter where applicable. Along with its OE-replacement pumps, Carter also
produces a high-performance mechanical unit for Pontiac applications in which increased pump
output is required. It's constructed of lightweight aluminum, and features a fuel inlet and outlet
that can be clocked to accommodate a number of different fuel-line routings. The Competition
Series pump for Pontiac, PN M, provides 6 psi of constant pressure and a free-flow capacity of

gph. A vapor diverter isn't included since the modified applications these pumps are designed
for require as much fuel to the carburetor as possible. Federal-Mogul Recommendations
Richardson tells HPP that he often fields calls from customers looking to repair or improve their
Pontiac's fuel delivery system. Ethanol is corrosive and can attack the fuel tanks, hard lines,
and obviously any rubber components. It can loosen sediment in the bottom of the tank, and
that can clog fuel filters and fuel-pump check valves. If a customer calls and explains that his
Pontiac has an engine that's relatively stock or mildly modified, "I feel that it's best to stay with
the stock-replacement fuel pump for that application," Richardson says. We've found that our
OE-style pumps can reliably support up to hp, and that's usually more than adequate for a
typical street engine. If a customer's Pontiac engine is heavily modified, he makes another
recommendation. It looks relatively stock, will work with the factory Quadrajet, fits the engine
with minimal modifications, and will reliably support up to hp. I begin recommending an electric
fuel pump and regulator setup when horsepower exceeds that point. Fuel Pump Future When
asked what the future holds for the Carter mechanical fuel pump line, Richardson replies, "The
last new Pontiac to use a mechanical pump was produced in the early '80s. We basically cover
all Pontiac applications with our current line, so there isn't a need to add any at the present
time. Our pumps are presently compatible with ethanol-blend fuel, but if we find that future fuel
formulation changes are more corrosive to certain internals, we'll take the necessary action to
ensure that our pumps meet our reliability requirements. Richardson says his company's line of
Carter fuel pumps for Pontiacs continue to sell relatively well. We find that the stock
replacements are especially popular with restoration enthusiasts and purists because they look
and function just like the original. We've recently begun seeing a slight decline in Competition
Series pump sales, however. I believe those performance-minded hobbyists are moving to our
high-performance electric pumps, especially as modern fuel injection become more popular.
Conclusion Like the past, the future for mechanical fuel pumps seemingly lacks much
excitement. Many hobbyists will agree, however, that is the most anyone could ever ask for any
mechanical fuel pump. Federal-Mogul has taken steps to ensure that its stock-replacement
Carter offerings will continue to provide hobbyists with the reliability and consistency they've
come to expect from a mechanical fuel pump, regardless of fuel's ethanol content. Even if your
Pontiac's existing mechanical fuel pump looks new and seems to function properly, it may not
be compatible with ethanol-blend fuel. Some sort of failure could be just around the corner. If
your pump is of unknown vintage or quality, you might consider replacing it with a modern
Carter pump that is ready to provide you with thousands of miles of issue-free performance on
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Pontiac Torrent. For more information go to The fuel pump may eventually fail to supply the
needed pressure and maintain sufficient fuel flow. It may have corroded parts, may suffer from
internal wear due to lack of lubrication from the fuel, or may have a leak somewhere. These will
require replacement. Fuel pumps come in varied settings and designs. The pressure ratings and
configuration may vary not just per make but also per vehicle model and engine size. This
means that replacement or installation could differ for various models. You have to acquaint
yourself with the fuel pump design of your Pontiac. The vehicle manual can be used as
reference for the type of Pontiac fuel pump that you'll need. Check out the list of tools that you'll
need for replacing the busted fuel pump and follow the detailed instructions below:. Note: This
installation guide is written specifically for the Pontiac Bonneville and other models with similar
electric fuel pump configuration. Read your vehicle manual. This will give you an idea about
important fuel pump specs, settings, and features. By familiarizing yourself with the fuel system
and the fuel pump placement and configuration, you can handle the job better. You'll know
where several parts are located and how the electric fuel pump is basically secured or locked in
place. You also have to make sure that the fuel pump kit has all the needed hardware. Relieve
pressure from the fuel system. After relieving the pressure, you can now start draining the fuel
tank, using a gas can to capture the fluid. You have to disconnect the negative battery cable
using a socket wrench. Get access to the fuel sender access panel. You have to peel off the
lining on the trunk of your vehicle. By removing the lining, you'll be able to locate the panel and
open it. Basically, you have to remove whatever's in the way of the panel to get access to other
fittings, connections, and components. Next thing you have to do is to locate the fuel sender.
Look for the quick connect fittings and the electrical connector from the fuel sender. You have
to remove these. There'll also be a retaining ring there. You have to unfasten and discard the
ring in order to pull out the fuel sender. You also have to remember the exact placement of the
strainer before this is removed. Unplug any electrical connection and hose from the pump.
Once they're out of the way, you can now pull out the old unit. Install the new fuel pump. You
basically just have to reverse the steps. You may use the old grommets and insulators.
However, the O-ring and the strainer must be replaced. The kit may provide you with these.
Make sure that all parts are placed back and secured properly. Also refill the gas tank. Test
drive the vehicle to see if the new pump is working right. We've Made a Site Update. Refresh to
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mp very easily I will from now on get all my car parts from you guy's. Part work's perfect.
Stephen Gray. Purchased on Dec 07, Dec 22, It's the wrong one I need to send back and get
correct one. The parts are cheap and it came fast. I will be buying more parts. Jimmie Pruitt.
Purchased on Dec 14, Sep 29, I was very satisfied with my first purchase I'm still waiting on my
second purchase. Anthony Parton. Purchased on Sep 14, Pontiac Fuel Pump Guides. Helpful
Automotive Resources. These modules use input from various sensors and coordinate with
each other to control a variety of outputs. It never failsâ€”when your car refuses to start, it
happens at the most inopportune time. Troubleshooting the problem is usually pretty
straightforward. But occasionally, a tricky diagnosis will have you pulling out your hair and
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